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Read and re-read these few pages, they explain for a part the meaning of my practise. Then you’ll make the choice to join us or not. 
Hereafter, you’ll find some remarks necessary to the comprehension of the approach relevant to the misogi, kan geiko and all the intensive trainings 
I’ve set up with Didier during our past years of teaching and practise.
Needless to say that I wouldn’t have been able to define that practise today if it weren’t for the hard work of some faithful students who permitted this 
progress. 
I’m thus trying here to put into form the answers to the questions most commonly asked during all these years, and this so that I can be sure that those 
who get involved into the study don’t misunderstand… 

HOW WAS THIS SEMINAR CREATED ?
I created this seminar some years ago because I was disappointed in mass and summer seminars here and there. 
I had in mind that an aikido or a budo seminar was meant to transform people and give them the tools to always work further. 
At 20, as I hadn’t found what I was looking for, I decided to create it with the help of three or four other practitioners.

WHY SO MANY HOURS’ TRAINING?
Because 3 to seven hours’ seminars already exist and perfectly fulfil their role in technically training the practitioners. 
By proposing over 100 hours’ practise in 9 days, I think I allow seminarists to go through a large number of elements constituting our disciplines, to go 
as far as they can and reach their own limits. 
It is also the necessary condition to any experience “storing” and self-transforming. 

WHY SO MANY DIFFERENT DISCIPLINES?
So many disciplines are necessary because they are all taught and aiming at the same final goal: work on and knowledge of the self.
Everyone responds to different things and several years are often needed before understanding the validity of this or that way of teaching, such or such 
discipline.  In offering such a large display, I’m certain to appeal more than once to everyone’s sensibility and make each one react.  
What is sure is that they all converge towards the same goal. 

BUT WHY PRACTISING RAJA YOGA ?
The art that links us is aikido but isn’t aikido one form for yoga ?
Zazen for example derives from an asana favourable to meditation. 
Suryanamaskar that I’ve been systematically teaching for some years now  consciously sets breathing and postures together  in a harmonious way  (in 
budos, wet let breathing set itself on movements). I also think that symbolically, it is a sequence calling up all our energies and rich in manifold 
learnings. 
The Philosophy and life hygiene taught in the yoga seem to me in adequacy with our research.
The seminar isn’t a succession of classes, but a “unity” ;  yoga naturally fills in in this research. 

WOULDN’T IT BE LESS DESTABILISING TO KEEP ONLY ONE THEME OR WORK ON FEWER DISCIPLINES     ?  
It certainly would ;   however, the destabilising effect is one the condition you must accept  (or refuse, and  in this case, not participate in the 
seminar); if you want to come face to face with yourself, with the others, with your knowledge and “check” your adaptation ability  , of  course 
you have to accept the “game” I set up.
To switch from one aikido style to another, from one way to understand the discipline to another, from one art to another every two hours is not easy 
but it’s the contract I propose to pass.

WHICH CLASS SEEMS THE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU     ?  
To me, the most necessary class (which can not not be) is : the morning preparation.
The waking, the sleeping body, the mind fighting not to sink, the palpable energy at dawn, all the elements of the work on the self are gathered and 
even the spirit with which we start the next 10 to 12 hours classes. 
Our relationship to the group builds up at that moment. Do I show, more that reasonably, “How much I’m tired”, and “How much trouble I have this 
morning practising” ?
In general, during this class, I switch from silent exercises to explanations trying to bear the group with my voice, I switch from aikitaïso works to  do 
in, qi qong, asana and pranayama to more "modern" studies such as stretching, biomechanical comprehension of the body or exercises in relation to the 
themes of the day. 

DO I HAVE TO GET PREPARED TO THIS SEMINAR ?
I’d be tempted to answer so, but I believe that the first of preparations is : the resolution to come and the spirit with which we come.  
As for the physical part, if you already practise three times a week during the whole year, you can consider yourself prepared. But everyone can 
consider / imagine a specific psychological and physical preparation, it’s our liberty. 
As for me, I “prepare” the seminar over a year before. 

ISN’T IT A BIT SECTARY ? 
The answer could cover 300 pages if I had to tell to everyone : “Yes, but…”.I’ll content myself with a few lines and I hope they’ll go straight to the 
point… 
You only have to take a look at the seminar prices… 
Any one can leave whenever he/she feels like it. 
Integrating what I call the "study group" doesn’t imply participating in all the seminars. 
I regularly suggest to students that they should go and see other teachers. 
I get involved in every classes at least as much as the seminarists : I don’t spare myself to keep “fresh” and be able to dominate them (when the 
seminar ends up, I am at least as weary as the students).

DO YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRACTISE AS SUCH AND LIVING TOGETHER?
Absolutely not, and happily not so, my work is 24 hours a day, and I become the guarantee of the group cohesion, and the seminar doesn’t stop when 
we leave the dojo. On the contrary, the seminar is also about living together "GASSHUKU GEIKO"  (the etiquette that prevails on the tatami is also 
valid outside, at least for this seminar which has nothing in common with a regular training). 
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I can’t let two people get mad at each other, let a member of the group become the scapegoat or let resentment appear without reacting and half an hour 
later serenely start a weapon class. 
Don’t disturb the others, and find your place among the group as much as on the mat. 
If I have to intervene, I’ll do so! 

DON’T YOU THINK THAT THE ATMOSPHERRE OUTSIDE THE DOJO AND SOMETIMES INSIDE THE DOJO MAY DISTURB THE 
NEWCOMERS     ?   
I’m convinced of it, and it must disturb them at least as much as the contents of the classes must. 
For an aikidoka who is somewhat uptight in his image of budoka respectability and who would like to show off or play smart ass, to integrate such a 
seminar would amount to a feat… 
It's true that the senior students of the group have codes that may appear strange, even rude, and they have a very keen tendency  to joking. I 
believe this is all because of me and my desire to, of course, work seriously but above all try to never take ourselves seriously; it's also a way to release 
some of the pressure accumulated during the seminar. 

ISN’T THE NOTION OF "STUDY GROUP" THAT YOU’VE TRIED TO DEVELOP A HANDICAP TODAY? 
DOESN’T THE ACTUAL GROUP BECOME TOO CLOSED TO NEWCOMERS     ?  
There’s this possibility indeed, but those who've wanted to try and follow this way have succeeded in integrating the group. It must be reminded 
that this seminar is not meant to become a mass seminar. 
I also believe that we could observe some (natural) deviating behaviours ; I’m to blame for it, for I've always wanted Rei Shikki to be understood, 
deeply felt and that practise would make practitioners more autonomous. In some respects, the contract has been respected; for others, autonomy and 
slovenliness have been confused. Once more,  I  remind you of Rei Shikki and our will not  to become a closed circle in which no one can get 
integrated. 
On the contrary, I do believe today that integration is going to be quicker and more intense (it would be easy for me to name many a significant 
openings of the group in France and even abroad). 

HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO FEEL PLEASURE IN THIS STATE OF WEARINESS AND SOMETIMES FRUSTRATION     ?   
To this question (as to many others), I'd have liked every one to find his/her own answer.
I think that involvement in the practise and desire to participate in the seminar are some of the determining elements. From desire derives pleasure, 
and 100 hours’ intensive training mean a strong appetite for practise, self questioning, learning and exchange
But it takes more than this. 
For even the greedy eater gets fed up if he eats too much of it ; in my opinion, the notion of pleasure must be dissociated from that of joy. Don’t 
necessarily see in it a judeo-christian delirium. In a few words, pleasure implies destruction (in a more or less conscious way; food is the most simple 
example that I have in mind). As for joy, it derives from creation (pleasure and joy mixed is the sexual act, or rather, making love).  
To put it clearly, to feel pleasure in pain, frustration or weariness isn’t very sane...
On the contrary, to go on feeling joy in those moments is to understand that you can build yourself despite and often thanks to difficulties. 
That is to say, to know that at each stage of the seminar we create the tools necessary to our progression, that we’re building a 9 days’ ephemere 
« work » (like an aikido technique which only lasts one second).  

It is the spirit, the intention,  that matters. Keep in mind that you’re going to write a page in your life.  

YOU OFTEN TALK OF TPAIN… DO I HAVE TO GET HURT     ? DO I HAVE TO BE SADOMASOCHISTIC TO TAKE PART INTO THE   
SEMINAR ? 
How could I answer in a few words… The delicate problem of pain, I could come back on the notion of work on the self, of desire or creative joy. 
Laughter, tears, hunger, desire, pleasure, satisfaction, fear, anxiety,  pain also exists, and when with the senior students, we say that “ the Trévères 
intensive  hurts”, well yes, it does, and so does life. 
Is it always negative to feel pain ? Do we have to find a method to get rid once and for all of pain? It exists, and the idea behind it  (without 
making it a lesson) is to do with it and observe our reactions when confronted with this perception. 
The Budo should give us elements to integrate, disperse, avoid or use pain. Note, I don’t pretend anyone will get magical power or anti-pain screens at 
the end of the seminar, but perhaps you’ll be less vulnerable to the “fatal bump” that could prevent you from studying. 

BUT DO WE HAVE TO REMAIN IMPASSIVE WHEN FACING PAIN OR WEARINESS     ?   
Not at all. Once again, the whole is about observing yourself… but it’s sure that it’s easy to sink into complacency and contaminate the study group, 
the more I show, the more I tend to show. Once set in motion, the system won’t stop and each effort and exhibition will get more difficult for yourself 
and the group to bear. 
Even if the main idea behind it remains muga mushin, we’re no super human beings, and each times breaks permit it, you shouldn’t hesitate to talk 
about your problems with other persons (kohai, sampai, teachers…)

IT’S ALL THE SAME LEGITIMATE TO WONDER IF YOU WANT TO BUILD DTRONG MEN     ! OR EFFICIENT MEN…   
I think that during the seminar, my interpretation of efficiency or of the importance of efficient techniques is pretty clear.
I  don’t think that an accomplished human being is one that only lives through the supposed efficiency of martial arts or of martial art 
practitioners.
Showing off your strength producing a powerful technique on someone who lends you his/her arm is not efficiency, in the less serious of cases, is mere 
egotism. On the contrary, we practise martial disciplines and it would be hiding the truth to yourself to deny the combative aspect of the situations set. 
No, I don’t want to build bushi, in rei shikki you’ll probably find other answers. 

DO YOU REALLY THINK IT’S STILL POSSIBLE TO LEARN IN SUCH A STATE OF WEARINESS     ?  
 I believe so, but I’m not infallible, those who make the decision to come to Trévières bet on it with me. 
In addition to working on ourselves, we succeed in acquire knowledge and put it into practise. We store into our deeper self the elements for our future. 
But one of the most important questions is: “What does there remain when there’s nothing left ???” Well, in practise, when on Friday we practise 
EMBU, it is evident that each seminarist’s level is clearly superior to what it was before the seminar. 

THEN PROGRESS IS QUANTIFIABLE     
That of others, yes !!!!
As for yourself, you often need some months (even some years) to notice it; during the seminar, your mind and your body change each day. 
Your biological self, your thoughts mechanisms will get richer with new experience. 
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But what does making progress mean on this difficult way? Become better, get a higher grade (dan)? I don't think so; but then,  if for example, 
recognizing our favourable or faulty points is a form for progress, then yes, we make progress.

NEVERTHELESS, A FEELING OF FAILURE SEEMS TO DOMINATE SOME ON LEAVING THE SEMINAR?
I believe this has to do with several aspects of the practise. 
1/ The way we've chosen is hard and full of traps. As far as I'm concerned, I had and still have moments of doubts, I believe this is all part of what 
we call the WAY.  
And if after 4 or 5 years, some think they've understood enough and can be autonomous, they've forgotten a little too quickly that in reality you need 
more or less ten years to start apprehending this way.
For those who want to "succeed": failure and the slap in the face it implies will certainly be waiting for them at the end of the seminar.
2/ The notion of  failure itself : not succeeding in doing everything you'd set yourself as goals or not understanding everything that has been proposed 
during the seminar isn't a failure in itself. The seminar is built up in such a way. But a feeling of failure may be developed  (I don't believe I'm playing 
with words).  
To sum up, failures build ourselves, it is part of everyone's life like pain , which I already wrote about. We mustn't  renounce it but make a driving  
force out of it. As to the feeling of failure itself, it is a mind disturbance, a destructive attitude, worse even if it transforms into resentment and if 
we end up pointing the others out as the guilty ones. 
3/ My teaching method is often that of excess and the level of demand is often high.  Which makes me sparing with compliments.   It may make 
things difficult to see positively.  

SO WHAT ABOUT TEACHING DURING THE SEMINAR ?
Some find I give too many instructions, some think I don't tell enough, others would like me to let them seek further so that they could build their  
knowledge, others yet reproach me with letting them seek alone, others want me to justify each of my choices... 
One thing is sure, it is almost impossible to take habits and to say to yourself "this class is going to be so or so”
I am for alternation, so I switch from traditional forms in which I don't explain anything and ask the students to follow me blindfoldedly and work with 
me, to analytic forms in which I build the reasoning, make clear didactic choices to take them to the goal. . 
I also propose to seminarists to undertake classes or parts of the classes that we try to analyse. 
And when you think you've acquired something, I change the point of view, challenge preconceived ideas again and we set ourselves back to 
work. That's the method. 

FOR EXAMPLE/ WHY THE CLASSES/ DAYS ENTITLED "SILENCE"? 
In the silent classes, I don't talk either. I lead the group using very simple codes. 
The silent classes, at the beginning, aren't understood by seminarists as a possibility for elevation but as one more restraint to their quest for pleasure. 
They rapidly try to go beyond this peculiarity trying to communicate the way divers do (and some get trapped in it) ; thus they'd like to correct their 
partner, are waiting for a nod from me (meaning "that's alright my lad, you've understood the meaning of what I proposed).
In fact, little by little, silence gives us the liberty to make of our aikido a fine study aimed at ourselves, a class where each gesture is the 
occasion to train our concentration, simplicity, harmony and mind and body control.
This  class  becomes  a  game  during  which  the  theme  must  be  felt  as  it  can't  be  explained  and  a  privileged  moment  for  non  verbal  
communication, energetic exchange. 

HOW CAN I HANDLE WEARINESS?
Let's leave aside commitment, motivation, desire to create and to build yourself, I think that you have to be attentive to your state of body and 
above all mental weariness. Be able to know when the alarm rings.  
And above all to leave behind the idea that you're less "strong" or that you’ve failed because you admitted that you had to rest a little; it is the  
contrary.
As time passed, with the senior students, I learnt to take small naps if I'm really exhausted.  

CAN I MISS SOME CLASSES ? 
Of course, but it isn't a "a la carte" seminar where you choose what you like and avoid the classes you find too demanding for you. Moreover, 
missing too many classes is the same as excluding yourself little by little from the group, and if you're no longer carried by it, it all goes into 
pieces. 
Paradoxically, for many it is really difficult to admit "I need some rest and a nap would do me better than a "zombified" class".  
You'll also learn to find the right balance... 

IS IT IMPERATIVE TO TAKE SOME REST AFTER THE SEMINAR ?   EST   
I’ve  already written that the seminar is a tool for self transformation and building. If it gets destructive, you mustn’t do it… It is then strongly (and 
even more) advised to take some days’  rest after the seminar to digest the information and the past  events. A bit  like the few seconds’ 
concentration we take after some of the aikitaiso.

CAN A SEMINARIST COME WITHOUT KNOWING WHAT HE/SHE’S AFTER     ? OR AS A PERSONAL CHALLENGE     ?    
Every reason to participate in the seminar may be legitimated. Toutes 
However, I’ve just explained above why, how and in which spirit I make the seminar. 
Of course, it’d be better if there was some  adequacy between what I propose to seek in this context and what the seminarists come for. 
The danger when a seminarist comes « to see if he/she’ll hold out until the end is : the simple feeling of failure I already wrote about or a noversized 
ego at the end of the “frightening” seminar.  

Reading doesn’t stop here, see rei shikki… 


